
Crewkerne & District Astronomical Societv
Slqt Notes : April 2014

All timings are Universal Time. (G.M.T.)
Note : Add I hour for B.S.T

Moonts Phases First Quarter April 07d.08h. 3lm.
Full " l5d.07h.42m
Last Quarter * 22d.07h. 52m.
New * 29d.06h. l4m.

Moon at apogee (furthest from Earth) April 08d. l5h. Diam.29' 32"
Moon at perigee (nearest to Earth) " 23d. 00h. " 32' 18"

Total Eclipse of the Moon
On April l5'n., maximum at 07.45. Visible from the western USA and eastern Pacific. Not visible from the U.K
Annular Eclinse of the Sun
ffiVisiblefromAustralia,partofAntarcticaandSouthIndianocean'
The Planets
Mercury : A difficult morning object most of the month, reaching superior solar conjunction on the26th.,then becoming an evening
object. At the start rising at 05.20, only 20 minutes before the Sun. At the end it sets at 20.00,40 minutes after sunset. Not a good month !

Very much better in May. It starts the month in W. Aquarius, very close to the border with Pisces, which it enters around the 6th.

Travelling N.E. it crosses Pisces to enter Aries around the 20th. and ends the month on the border with Taurus, a total distance of over 60o.
Mid month it will be mag. -1.0, diam. 5.1", elongation l2o W. and rising at dawn, 05.00.

Venus ! Remains a morning object all month, at the beginning rising at 04.15, I % hours before dawn, and at the end at 03.30, I hour
before the Sun. lt starts the month moving N.E in eastern Capricornus, close to the border with Aquarius which it enters around the 4th.

It crosses Aquarius to enter Pisces around the 24th., a total distance of 33o during the month. Mid month it will be mag. -4.1, diam. 19.5",
elong. 45o W. and rising at 04.00, I hour before dawn.

Mars : At opposition on the 8'h., when it will be above the horizon all night. Then it will be due South at midnight at an altitude of 34o

Onthelst.itrisesatlg.l5, 3/qhouraftersunset andonthe30th.itsetsat04.00,t/rhourbeforedawn. InVirgoall month,travellingl2o
N.W. It starts 5o N. of the l't. mag. star Spica, Alpha Virginis. On the 14th. at 18.00 it will lie 3o N. of the nearly Full Moon. Also on
the l4th. it will be closest to the Earth this year, 0.62 Astronomical Units away (57.7 million miles).
It willthen be mag. -1.5, 15.2" diam. elong. l72o E. and setting at 05.00.

Jupiter : An evening / early morning object, getting earlier. At the start of the month setting at 02.30, and by the end at 00.40.
Remaining in Gemini, it moves 4o E. during the month, ending it I l' S.W. of I't.mag. star Pollux, Beta (78) Geminorum. Mid month it
will be mag. -2.1, 37" diam., elong. 79o E. and setting at 0l .30.

Saturn : A late evening / morning object, getting earlier as it approaches opposition on May lOth. On the l't. it rises at22.10,and by
lhe 30th. at 20.00, 40 minutes after sunset. Continuing to move N.W. in eastern Libra, it travels 2o during the month. Mid month it will
bemag.+0.2,discdiam. l8.5",rings42" (inclinedat22.2"),elong. l53oW.andrisingat2l.l0. Onthel7th.at07.00itwilllie0.4oN.
of the Moon ( 2 days past Full). An occultation will be visible llom the southern hemisphere.
Titan, mag. 8.6 and elong. 190". Greatest E. elong. on April 3'd. & l9th.. Greatest W. elong on April l|'h. &27th,
Uranus : Following solar conjunction on the 2"d. it becomes a morning object, but very difficult to observe until near the end of the
month. Even on the 30th. it does not rise untiljust before 04.00, only 1/z hour before dawn. Continuing to move N.E in southern Pisces,
ittravelsl.6o.duringthemonth,endingitjustover2os.E.ofthe6th.mag.star 60Piscium. Midmonthitwill bemag.5.9,3.4"diam.,
elong. l2o W. and rising at 04.50, 20 minutes before dawn.

Neptune ! A late morning object, slightly better placed than Uranus. At the start of the month rising at 04.45, 55 minutes before the
Sun, and by the end at 03.00, I hour & 40 minutes before dawn. Still in western Aquarius, it moves %'N.E during the month, starting it
l'S.S.W. of 6th. mag. star 58 Aqu. Mid month it willbe mag. 8.0, 2.2" diam., elong.48o W. and rising at 03.50, I hour &10 minutes
before the Sun. On the l2th. Neptune will be passed by Venus, only 0.7o N. of it.
Asteroids / Minor Planets / Dwarf Planets
An unusual coincidence this month when the two most well known and largest asteroids in the main belt between Mars and Jupiter reach
opposition within 2 days of each other. I Ceres was the first asteroid to be discovered, by Piazzi in I 80 L It has a diameter of 945 km.,
and its mass and density produced a true spherical body, which was the main reason for it to be designated a 'Dwarf Planet' in 2006.
It has an orbital period of 4.6 years and its average distance from the Sun is 2.6 A.U.
Opposition in Virgo is on the l6th. when it will lie 6o N.E. of Heze, the 3'd. mag. star Zeta (79) Virginis, at mag. 7 .0. 4 Vesta was the
fourth one to be found, by Olbers in I 807. It orbits the Sun in 3.6 years, averaging 2.36 A.U . away. Although smaller than Ceres, an
ellipsoid at 580x530x470 km., its surface reflects much more sunlight, giving it a magnitude of 5.8 at opposition on the l4th. lt is the only
Minor Planet visible to the naked eye. On the l4th.it will lie4.2 N.E. of Zeta. On the l5th. the pair will be2t/zo apart. Closest approach
is on July I't., when they will be only 8 minutes apart, at mags. 8.4 (Ceres) and 7.0 (Vesta).
The 'Dawn' spacecraft spent a year in orbit round Vesta, producing a wealth of great images, and is now on its way to orbit Ceres in 2015.

Meteors
Virginids : April 6 - 17. Maximum April I l/12fl'. Radiant at R.A. l3h. 36m., Dec. -l lo, 3o E. of I't. mag. Spica, Alpha (30) Virginis.
Cuf mination at 0l .00, altitude 29o. Zenith Hourly Rate 5. Moon very unfavourable, 3 days before Full, not setting until 04.00 on the l2th.

Lyrids: April lg_ 25. Maximum on22"d.l7h. RadiantatR.A. 18h.08m., Dec.+32", 9oS.of l't mag.Vega,Alpha(30)Lyra.
Culmination at 02.00, altitude 7l'. Z.H.R. 10. Moon fairly favourable, L.Q., rising at 0l .30.
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